We believe that Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) will prove applicable to design, at least in part because we have seen designers making extensive use of past cases. Construction of useful systems, however, requires resolution of many open issues. In this paper we consider three issues in particular: 1) What sort of content should be captured in a design case? 2) How should the content of a complex case be segmented into chunks for use? 3) How should the resulting chunks be indexed for retrieval? These are among the issues we are seeking to address through construction of Archie, a case-based aid for conceptual design in architecture. In addition to our approaches to these issues, this paper also discusses our strategic choice to build a design aiding system as opposed to a system that generates designs on its own.
Design Meets CBR
Design problems cover a wide spectrum from routine configuration of stock parts or parametric variation of existing designs, on up to radically custom creative challenges. Across the board, however, when confronted with new problems, designers tend to make extensive use of old solutions. Consider architecture as a potential exception that ends up proving the rule. When designing the spaces in which we live and work, architects like to think of themselves as artists, and of every building as a unique circumstance. At the level of details this is true enough ---no two buildings ever fit the same site, fulfill identical functions within equivalent budgets, and satisfy the same clients; but at a more general level, architects realize they can learn from earlier efforts ---many buildings must satisfy similar functions under some shared constraints.
If you asked someone who had no idea of how our judicial system works and who had never seen an existing courthouse to design a new courthouse, you could expect to get a startling, but not a startlingly effective, design. Would the courtrooms provide appropriate seating for Judge and Jury? Would there be separated areas for Plaintiff and Defendant? Would there be ways to display evidence so all four parties could see it? An understanding of function and some knowledge of the forms that have been tried in the past to satisfy those functions is a necessary prerequisite for effective design. This is true not just in architecture, but in design of any kind.
The designer needs to learn about the client's problem and about prior art; unfortunately, this is a time consuming, costly, and omission-prone step in design. In architecture, common methodology calls for a special team ---the programmers ---to gather data on requirements and prepare a program that makes all requirements concrete. The designers then work to satisfy the client's concrete needs as made explicit in the program. As designers work to invent forms that will satisfy the identified functions, they may travel widely to tour existing buildings, survey the scattered literature, or try to relate their problem to famous precedents; if they or their firm have completed similar projects in the past, they may search for ideas in the company files. 1 This is exactly the sort of bottleneck that modern information technology ought to ease. The catch, however, is that we cannot simply pile data into relational tables, or force given object descriptions into some obvious hierarchical structure. The information we want to manage here consists of recorded design experience and expertise. Figuring out exactly what to store, how to store it, when to retrieve it, how to present it, and even how to collect the information in the first place, are all significant problems.
We believe that a promising approach to these problem can be found in the AI subfield known as Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) (Schank, 1982; Kolodner et al., 1985; Hammond, 1989) . As a research paradigm, CBR puts experiences at the center of reasoning and problem solving; our 1 In practice, when the volume within some genre is sufficient, designers and even entire design firms develop specialties. Nowadays, there are plenty of architectural firms that have knocked out dozens of condominium complexes or suburban office parks. Yet it turns out that even in such firms, there is often a lack of corporate memory (Craig Zimring, personal communication). grounding in the CBR paradigm suggested to us that designers' use of experience might be important, and led to the research reported here. As a technology, CBR suggests ways of analyzing, representing, organizing, and retrieving records of experience; it is this technology we seek to extend through application to the problems of architectural design.
We are currently building Archie (Domeshek and Kolodner, 1992) , a case-based design aid for architects, that supports browsing a library of past design cases. We are building a design library browser because it is a tool that designers can really use (Domeshek and Kolodner, 1991) , and because building such a tool forces us to focus our research efforts on a cluster of core CBR and design issues: the construction and management of large case libraries; the development of an indexing vocabulary for design problems; the development of appropriate case materials; and development of interfaces for interactive design aids. In this paper we consider some implications of the last two of these issues.
The CBR Design Community Meets
In conjunction with the Second International Conference on Artificial Intelligence in Design held this year at Carnegie Mellon University, a Workshop on Case-Based Design Systems engaged some thirty researchers in discussion of CBR techniques and how they might facilitate design. To our mind, the great divide among attendees was between those trying to build systems to do design, and those aiming (more) simply to produce tools to assist human designers. Work on Archie clearly falls most immediately into the later category. But while these two approaches could be thought of as competing directions, it is more useful to consider how they complement one another.
In truth, autonomous design systems and design aiding systems raise many of the same issues: representation of problems and solutions, segmentation of such representations into useful chunks, indexing of the resulting chunks for retrieval at appropriate times, content analysis tracking the knowledge requirements throughout the design process. Attempts to build autonomous design systems, however, raise additional issues that simpler aiding systems can avoid: to generate designs, domain and problem representations must capture knowledge sufficient to support mechanisms for answering ``what if'' questions with some known reliability; models of the design process must be elaborated to the point where they can tell the system what to do at each step. Work on design aiding systems can capitalize on the freedom to sidestep these extra problems by focusing more directly on the first set of issues: case representation, segmentation, indexing, and analysis of task knowledge requirements.
Research in our lab at Georgia Tech has explored both autonomous and aiding systems, but our most recent design work, as exemplified by the Archie system described here, focuses on producing tools to assist designers. Archie builds on the lab's previous work on autonomous systems, but allows us to deal with some issues in a more sophisticated way. For example, the autonomous design system, Julia, (Hinrichs, 1991) began to address issues of case segmentation and indexing of case chunks, but because much effort was devoted to capturing details of its design process and its artifacts, Julia was limited to moderate numbers of relatively simple artifacts. 2 Where Julia recorded and developed meal plans with dozens of components and constraints, the buildings recorded in Archie-II's case library must ultimately be characterized in terms of thousands of components and constraints.
Other researchers have taken on similarly complex domains, and have come to share both the system goal of aiding human designers by managing information about old designs, and our research agenda of emphasizing representation and indexing problems. Oxman devoted her contribution to the Workshop on Case-Based Design Systems to discussing precisely these issues for the interesting subset of past building designs she characterizes as "precedents" ---buildings that are recognized by the architectural community as having interesting lessons to teach (Oxman, 1992) . Ruecker and Seering's work aims to record and manage case information that can assist engineers with design; their contribution to the workshop focused squarely on indexing issues (Ruecker and Seering, 1992) .
Our purpose in this paper is to concentrate on how this kind of work on aiding systems relates to the mainstream interests of the CBR community. To this end, we concentrate on three issues common to aiding and autonomous systems: case content, case segmentation, and indexing. The following three sections take up each of these issues in turn.
What's in a Case?
What needs to be stored as part of the record of a case depends on what retrieved case materials will be used for, and why case materials are the sort of thing worth retrieving. For example, in a system that uses cases to support configuration design, case records should note which of several options was chosen for some component, the features of the design problem that led to that choice, and how that component choice fit into the larger design. In a system intended to carry out more creative design, on the other hand, the case records should provide access to more detailed causal models capable of predicting what would happen if the design were transferred to some new situation, and what would happen if the design was transformed to some new configuration. In Archie, we are focusing on the following uses for case materials:
• raising design issues;
• proposing responses to design issues; • identifying pitfalls and opportunities.
Our system presents retrieved materials to the user; the user bears responsibility for understanding and applying (or ignoring) the information presented. We want our system to make these three types of points by telling stories about past designs in a clear and engaging way.
Researchers' proposals for what should be in a design case range from materials that currently are easily gathered, to materials that may never be available.
Design documentation, such as requirements, drawings, parts specifications, and perhaps results of some formal analyses, are often generated and stored on-line in structured formats. At the other extreme, the ideal is to have detailed causal and decision models justifying the purpose of each component with respect to requirements, or accounting for the presence of components by appeal to design history and rationale.
In between these extremes there are many possibilities. From collecting the normal records documenting a final design, it is only a small step to storing documentation of earlier design stages including false starts, dead ends, and proposals on the path to the final solution. When records are generated on-line, the real trick in holding onto preliminary versions is organizing the information and figuring out the situations in which is would be useful (see, for instance, the ASKJEF system, Barber et al., 1992) . The next step is to augment such histories with some rationale for the various attempts and revisions; this is supported to some extent by recently developed tools such as gIBIS (Conklin and Begeman, 1989) . Unfortunately, systems that try to capture rationales tend to be intrusive and are resisted by designers who feel they have better things to do with their time than fill out more (electronic) paperwork.
Going the next step, and representing the purposes of design features and the constraints that ended up determining their values, calls for more elaborate case representations, backed up by causal models (Sycara and Navinchandra, 1989) , elaborated as structure-function models (Goel, 1991) , or structurebehavior-function models (Gero, 1990) . Reasoning over such models is both interesting and useful, but there are some serious limitations. One major problem is simply the amount of knowledge, and the depth of theory, required to build such models.
CBR, on the other hand, is often presented as an appropriate approach to problem solving in weak theory domains. In designing judges' chambers, for example, we may not know enough about the psychology of perks and prestige to know how many square feet of office space can be traded off against a corner office or a private bathroom, but we can look at old designs and find out how the users felt about them.
This brings us to the kind of case materials emphasized in Archie. Archie's cases hold records of existing designs such as blueprints and specifications, but these are augmented with evaluative material that tells us how those designs turned out. Evaluative material focuses on those aspects of a design singled out for accolades or derision. It is collected by soliciting the opinions of those associated with the building ---those who are affected by the design process and the resulting building. Consider this example of a story drawn from Archie's current corpus:
The calendar courtrooms in the basement the courthouse are well integrated with the other courtrooms through a secured circulation system; secure elevators provide access to the higher floors which allows these courtrooms to be used for night court proceedings. The calendar courts are also convenient to the public, which has only to go down one floor from the entrance using either stairs or elevator to get to the public lobby connecting directly to the calendar courts.
This paragraph describes one aspect of one courthouse's design singled out by an evaluator 3 as being particularly nice, and thus worthy of comment and emulation. The point is to make this example available to future designers when they are considering circulation systems associated with heavily trafficked courtrooms; it might lead them to place such courts on floors close to entry level, and to provide a secure connection to other courtrooms on other floors.
In addition to stories of successes like the one above, we are also interested in negative stories because they can warn a designer of possible problems. For example, the following story points out shortcomings of the waiting area outside the same calendar courts whose circulation was just extolled:
Descending either elevators or the stairs to the basement brings a member of the public to a dark, narrow, and crowded waiting area. Large numbers of people sit on benches that line the wall, waiting for their brief moment in the calendar courts. This lobby leaves you with the unpleasant feeling of waiting in a tunnel.
There are several reasons why building a database of evaluations might prove simpler and more successful than capturing design rationales or deep causal models (which is not to say that collecting evaluations will be cheap or easy ---collecting fresh information for any database is a major undertaking). First of all, evaluations strongly suggest that we do not have to document everything about a building; we already used the phrasè`s ingled out'' to suggest that some aspects of a building are worthy of comment while most are not. Secondly, evaluations are more accessible than deep causal rules or designers' rationales. When users of a building are proud of the way something works, they are happy to tell you about it; when aspects of the design are bothersome, they are quick to complain. Relatively infrequent surveys spread across the many stakeholders associated with a building are bound to be less intrusive than continuous querying focused on designers demanding they justify all their decisions. Finally, with design stories intended for human consumption, the bulk of the design knowledge captured need not be represented in machine manipulable form; to start getting some value from case fragment, only the indexes to a suitable presentation need be formalized.
Our emphasis on evaluative case materials has another advantage beyond usefulness and relative availability. A building, like most any other artifact, has a life cycle, of which design is but one small phase. The evaluations we seek to capture can reflect the functioning of a building over its entire life cycle. We are just as interested in stories from the builder about the difficulty of constructing some part of the design, as in stories from the users about the difficulty in living with part of the design, or again, with stories from the maintenance staff about features that make their jobs particularly easy. And of course, we mean to include stories telling of issues that arose at design time. Recognition that it is worth considering all the life cycle implications of design features early in the design phase has been growing in recent years. We believe that systems like Archie, that make evaluative information available to designers early in design, can contribute to designers' awareness of the downstream implications of their decisions.
Breaking Cases into Pieces
Cases that include the design details of something as complex as a building are large.
Including evaluative information swells cases still further. As cases grow large, it becomes hard to maintain that retrieving the right case from memory will advance the design process very much; retrieval of a huge case is just the start of another complex search, this time through the welter of details stored in the case. A major concern, therefore, is how to break cases into pieces of the right size and content that can be presented at appropriate times to the user. We expect the chunks that result will also better suit an autonomous design system than would monolithic case records.
Thinking in terms of evaluations can help us work around the threat of gargantuan design cases. Not every part of a building design is equally interesting. Useful evaluations focus on those parts of a building that are particularly good or particularly bad. Collecting evaluations and structuring case materials to illustrate and support the presentation of evaluations offers us a way to start breaking our cases into useful chunks. What we want are case materials organized into short pointed presentations that teach specific lessons based on particular experiences.
Two main approaches to segmenting cases have been suggested in the literature and implemented in a variety of programs: breaking up the described item to reflect its physical parts, and breaking it up in a way that reflects a goal/subgoal decomposition. Examples of systems that segment their cases along goal/subgoal lines include Celia (Redmond, 1992) , a program modeling the learning of diagnostic procedures by observing an expert diagnostician in action, and Prodigy (Veloso and Carbonell, 1991) , a general problem solver that learns from its own experiences (and hence has an intimate knowledge of the goal/subgoal structure in its cases). Examples of systems that do not devote as much effort to tracking goals, and instead focus on more easily observable partonomic breakdowns, include Julia (Hinrichs, 1991) , which designs meal plans by piecing together known courses, dishes, and ingredients, and Clavier (Barletta and Hennessy, 1989; Hennessy and Hinkle, 1992) , a program that lays out parts for an autoclave.
Archie ends up slicing its cases both of these ways: each of the system's evaluative stories addresses a narrow range of issues selected from all the concerns that shaped the design (the reasoning subgoals of the design process), and each story addresses its selected issues as they manifest in some particular part of the building. Ensuring that a story has some issue focus makes sense because a story, to be worth knowing, telling, and hearing, must potentially influence a designer's response to some subgoal of the design problem. For example, the first example story above, by focusing on the issues of efficient and secure circulation, can help a designer achieve those ends in a new situation. On the other hand, since a building is large and complex, even a single issue can be more complex than one presentation can bear, so a story may need to limit its consideration of the issue in some comprehensible way. Our sample story does not attempt to say everything about circulation everywhere in the courthouse; instead, it focuses on circulation around the calendar courtrooms.
Cases are broken into chunks by looking for interesting outcomes for design issues in particular parts of the building.
This principle for breaking building designs into chunks should apply to the design of artifacts in general. Every design domain has its important issues that organize thought and constrain possible solutions. In conceptual design of buildings these include circulation, security, and ambiance; in conceptual design of aircraft, they might include weight, cost, and speed. Most complex artifacts are decomposable into components that often emphasize particular issues and mechanisms for addressing those issues, or attempt to isolate interactions between issues. A spatial decomposition of a courthouse suggests that we can consider the problems of circulation within a courtroom as somewhat separately from the problem of circulation to and from the courtroom. A functional decomposition of an airplane suggests that the engines influence speed by their drag and thrust, while the fuselage affects speed primarily by drag.
Our example stories show Archie carving chunks out of a larger courthouse case by highlighting a limited range of issues and discussing how they play out in some part of the building. We believe this is a good fit with the way architects naturally think about their design problems. Though architects may start from lists of functions to be achieved, early in the design process functions are assigned to nascent spaces, and design issues begin to be framed in localized contexts. Our conventions for identifying and writing stories, then, help Archie focus its discussion of issues in a way that improves its ability to connect with its users' conception of their problems.
In Archie each story is represented by a data structure packaging several sorts of information: 1) a set of text strings (a title, citation, summary, and full story text), 2) a bitmap graphic intended to accompany and illustrate the story's text, 3) descriptive information including some indication of the major building systems involved and the major outcome 4) a list of annotation points locating the story on relevant blueprints, 5) links to other related stories, 6) links to relevant guidelines, and 7) a list of descriptive indexes that provide access to the story in response to user queries (the next section focuses on the form of these indexes).
Note that breaking cases into chunks focused on outcomes with respect to design issues in particular spaces is not equivalent to developing a set of rules for design. The story presentations are intended to preserve as much relevant context as possible, thereby making it easier for designers to understand the described situation well enough to determine its applicability to their own design problem. The guidelines that accompany stories are much closer to traditional rule formulations in that they are abstracted from particular experiences; our assumption, however, is that these guidelines will really only be interpretable in the context of their related stories. Also, the choice of the term`g uideline'' reflects our intent to suggest ways of thinking about problems rather than to provide absolute answers.
Indexes to Design Case Chunks
In CBR, the indexing problem is the problem of determining the conditions under which old experiences ought to be considered during new problem solving. This is a basic CBR issue, one which all memory-based systems must face. Whether a system is intended to carry out design on its own, or assist a human designer, it must be able to retrieve the right case at the right time ---more to the point, it must be able to retrieve the right piece of the right case at the right time.
The indexes assigned to case materials specify the conditions under which the materials can be retrieved; we need to consider the possible uses for a
Issue:
Layout for efficient circulation Space:
Calendar courts in basement System: Circulation system; vertical transport Stakeholder: Users Life Cycle: Normal use case's content to determine the conditions under which that content ought to be retrieved. As suggested earlier, stories in Archie may highlight the relevance of some design goal, suggest how to accomplish such a goal, or point out possible interactions in a situation that make the goal easy to satisfy or likely to fail. In all cases, the point of a story relates to some criteria of design success as it arises in some situation in some part of the building. Accordingly, Archie's indexes identify possible story points using descriptions fitting five main dimensions: indexes combine a design issue with some space in the building, and/or some component of a functional system; the design issue is further identified as primarily affecting some class of stakeholder in the building during some particular life cycle phase. These dimensions are pictured, along with typical fillers for each, in Table 1 .
We can analyze the story about the circulation paths associated with the calendar courts in this light. The issue of concern in that story is the efficiency of the building's layout; here, the issue is primarily associated with the circulation system, in particular, those components responsible for vertical circulation. The space under scrutiny is the calendar courtrooms located in the building's basement. The index schema fleshed out for this example looks as follows: 4 Some stories address a single design issue (e.g. this calendar court circulation story, or the story about the same courts' unpleasant waiting area). Others highlight an interaction between design issues. For example, it was the decision to place the calendar courts in the basement that contributed to the outcomes highlighted in both of our sample single point stories: circulation is easy because these courts are a short one-flight walk from the main entrance, but the ambiance of the waiting area is unpleasant because a heavily used and narrow underground waiting area feels like a noisy claustrophobic dungeon. When the point of the story is to highlight an interaction that presents an opportunity or threatens a pitfall, an index capturing a full description of the situation often requires the 4 Of course the fillers of Archie-II's indexing schemata are not simply English phrases. We have developed, and are refining, a vocabulary of unambiguous symbolic descriptors from which we can compose index entries.
juxtaposition of a pair of the simple index structures just sketched above. We could index the interaction between our two related single point stories by pairing the following schemas:
Calendar Simple single point indexes are used to search memory for relevant stories when a designer using the Archie browsing system expresses interest in issues, spaces and systems. Interaction indexes can be used in slightly different ways. By keeping track of the user's interests over the course of a design task, the system can highlight stories that recount interactions between current search interests and some earlier browsing focus. Alternately, the system can use the existence of interaction indexes to respond to a query for possibly related topics to consider in the context of some approach to an issue. For example, when planning the location of spaces for easy circulation, a designer might want to think about the ambiance of those spaces.
FIGURE 1 Screen shot from Archie-II

Archie-II
Developing the fruits of CBR research into systems that help people by presenting records of past experiences at appropriate times is currently something of a growth industry (Domeshek, 1992; Bareiss et al., 1991) . Applying CBR to the construction of decision aiding systems is one important facet of this somewhat larger trend (Kolodner, 1991; Barber et al., 1992) . 5 A case-based decision aid, such as Archie, is intended to support a user through an iterative cycle of problem refinement: the user describes a problem to the system; the system recalls cases that are similar and presents them to the user; based on the information provided by the system, the user can make decisions about a solution for the new situation and update the 5 The other major facet is systems aimed at education and training, as described in Schank (1991) , Edelson (1991) , Ferguson et al. (1991) . problem specification; this updated problem specification serves as a new input to the system, allowing the cycle to continue. The system we are proposing builds on concepts from hypermedia systems, adding a concern for task analysis that shapes the content included and the organization of that content.
The result is shown in Figure 1 , which presents a screen shot from our current version of the Archie interface. The figure captures the program in the middle of a session browsing through its database of stories about courthouse design; the program is shown in its plan mode, with the large, central pane displaying a floor plan from a particular courthouse. The full screen is broken into eight major panes. The dark pane in the upper left corner is the mode control panel from which the user has selected plan mode. In all five of the system's modes, the screen is divided into essentially the same eight sections.
Beneath the mode selection pane is a second control panel whose label and contents change as the selected mode changes; in this screen shot, it displays a schematic version of the controls that would make sense for browsing through a set of building plans (as in a CAD system). The contents of the large central pane, to the right of the control panels, and occupying the bulk of the screen, also changes depending on the selected mode; for instance, in library mode, it displays a customizable table summarizing information about the buildings stored in the system's database.
The buttons in the dark pane in the upper right corner control basic system options and are always available. The most important of these let the user request a search through memory and allow the user to specify the scope of such a search. The ``interests'' pane below, is also a constant part of the screen layout; it gives the user a way to enter search criteria (it is the user interface to the system's index schema). In this figure, the user has entered a request for stories about ways in which the circulation system design effects segregation of distinct zones. Note that the three annotations hanging off the plan in the main window were selected based on a search using this set of interests.
The stories and indexes emphasized in this paper actually constitute only half of the memory contents and organization in Archie. Our discussion of story representation made reference to guidelines, intended to generalize over groups of experiences, and suggested the existence of linkages amongst stories and guidelines.
Access to stories based on descriptions of their points is supplemented by these direct links tying stories and guidelines into a network of example and counter-example, generalization and specialization. This fixed network of relationships between presentations constitutes a second form of indexing.
The bottom part of the screen shown in Figure 1 , then, is divided into three main sections. On the left is the current story. Here, that story is one of the three annotated on the plan above; in particular, the selected story is the one covering the region of the plan highlighted in reverse video paired with the annotation: "There is no proper reception area or public entry to the judges' lobby." In addition to the story text, Archie displays a title and source for the story. Further, it provides a set of buttons, that, when active, allow the user to browse other related stories. The pane at the right on the bottom of the screen displays guidelines in much the same way as the pane for stories. It too displays a title and source along with the scrollable text. It also provides a set of buttons that allow the user to browse related stories and guidelines. Located between the story pane and the guideline pane, in the middle of the bottom row, there is a small square pane for detailed illustrations of either story or guideline. In this figure, the illustration augments the story by showing an abstract version of the courthouse floor plan highlighting the different zones and their circulation paths.
Archie currently contains about 150 stories and a similar number of guidelines. The stories are all drawn from post-occupancy evaluations (POEs) of two courthouses. The guidelines come from a variety of sources including those POEs as well as other academic studies and planning guides. Not all of these stories and guidelines are yet indexed and related to one another. That will require continuing analysis and effort over the next months as we iteratively test and refine the indexing system. While indexing continues, however, we will be gathering and entering more stories and guidelines (and while this collection continues, we will be refining our ideas about how stories and guidelines should be written and presented).
Our group plans to start work on a second architectural database as a way of testing the generality of our tools and our domain analysis; we expect this second database to focus on housing for students and young workers (dormitories and hostels). In addition, we will continue to compare notes with the other case-based design aiding projects here at Tech, with the ultimate aim being a merger of implementations and insights. The goal is to develop sets of tools for building and browsing large case libraries, general representational and indexing vocabularies for design, and a more fully developed theory of information needs throughout the design process.
Conclusion
In this paper, the issues we have focused on are 1) considering the decision-making process in conceptual design in order to identify the sorts of information that cases might usefully provide, then 2) figuring out how to best carve up cases so as to emphasize that information and present it effectively, and finally, 3) how to index the resulting case chunks so that they can be made available when they will do the most good. We have argued that cases should include not just neutral documentation, but also evaluation; in our view, such evaluations should span a building's (or more generally, any artifact's) entire life cycle, and should consider the perspectives of all groups involved in, or affected by, the design. We have also argued that to be useful, documentation and evaluation must be broken up into manageable chunks that can be presented at appropriate times in the design process to teach lessons; case chunks can be deployed to prod the designer into considering important issues, to suggest possibilities, to warn of potential problems, or to point out opportunities. But to serve any of these purposes, it is not enough that case materials be captured, nor that the system be able to identify and manipulate subsets of such materials; it is necessary that the system be able to find the right chunks at the right times. So, finally, we have also argued that an indexing system must be able to express the kinds of issues, approaches, and partial solutions that normally comprise a designer's thoughts-in-progress. The indexing scheme outlined here, with its primary dimensions of issue, space, and system, is an attempt to make those connections possible.
Our conclusions have application beyond architecture. We see the following points as contributions to research on case-based design systems in general:
• organize case materials into short pointed presentations that teach specific lessons based on particular experiences; • index such stories in terms of the design situations they address; • describe design situations in terms of design issues associated with particular structural or functional parts of an artifact, and remember to consider issues arising in all phases of the artifact's life cycle from the points of view of all relevant stakeholders.
• explicitly note interactions between design issues to broaden the user's focus and draw their attention to related aspects of a design with which they should be concerned; • link stories of specific successes and failures to general guidelines which in turn link back to other related stories in order to allow the user to easily explore a range of responses to the same basic issue. We believe that it is valuable to work on the issues of case content segmentation and indexing in the context of a complex design domain such as architecture. Facing up to the domain's complexity has forced us to confront several sorts of scale-up problems: the need to represent the many issues, components, and systems that comprise a successful building design; the need to encompass the perspectives of the varied stakeholders over the extended building life cycle; the need to grow a case library large enough to contain lessons on these many points. We also believe that aiming to build a design aiding system was a key strategic decision that will allow us to successfully tackle this complexity and face such scale-up.
In the end, however, we expect much of what is learned from Archie to make its way back into more autonomous systems. To perform the kinds of analyses and make the kinds of decisions human designers do, autonomous systems will need access to the sorts of information human designers rely on ---the same case content will be applicable. Further, autonomous systems will need to pick out coherent parts of prior experiences and get access to them when they are relevant ---case segmentation and indexing will both be driven by the varied information needs of the design process considered in this work. But we also believe that the products of this research program may find their way into useful application more directly and in the short run; our hope is that case-based design aids like Archie will find niches in the everyday real-world design process ---in the training of new designers, in the improvement of conceptual design, and in the communication between designers and those affected by their designs.
